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Abstract 

Image data is structurally more complez than tmdi- 
tional types of data. An image can be viewed OS a 
compound object containing many sub-objects. Each 
sub-object corresponds to image regions that are visu- 
ally and semantically meaningful (e.g. car, man, and 
etc). We introduce a hierarchical structure for imoge 
modeling that supports image retrieval, at both whole- 
image and object levels, using combinations of seman- 
tics ezpressions and visual ezamples. We present for- 
mal definition of a multimedia query language, we give 
details of the implementation and query processing, 
and we discuss our methods for merging similarities 
from different types of query criteria. 

1 Introduction 
We categorize existing approaches to image re- 

trieval as follows: (1) Browsing and navigation ap- 
proach: users are presented with directories where 
each directory contains a single category of images 
(e.g. business, people, and sports); (2) Syntactic 
keyword-based approach: users input keywords and 
are presented with the images whose captions or key- 
word lists contain specified keywords; (3) Descriptive 
semantics-based approach: users specify semantics of 
the image for retrieval. The weakness of this approach 
is its low visual expressive capability; images are vi- 
sual and hard to describe using text alone; and (4) 
Cognition-based approach: Users pose queries by pr- 
viding drawings or image examples. The system re- 
trieves images which are visually similar to the exam- 
ple provided by the user. One disadvantage of this 
approach is its lower precision due to  the lower pre- 
cision of users' drawings and image recognition tech- 
niques. Another weakness of this approach is that  it 
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cannot support queries on generalized concepts, such 
as transportation. 

An image can be viewed as a compound object con- 
taining many components (sub-objects). Each com- 
ponent corresponds to a region which is visually and 
semantically meaningful (e.g. car, man). Since im- 
ages have both visual and semantical properties, im- 
age retrieval using either one of them alone is not 
sufficient. Since images have hierarchical structures, 
both whole image and object-based image matching 
are essential to provide more flexible image retrieval. 
However, most existing systems only support image r e  
trieval based on visual characteristics and/or semantic 
meanings of whole images. As a result, users cannot 
query objects within an image nor have flexible query 
specification means. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We 
first present our image model and give an overview of 
our approach. Section 3 presents asystem architecture 
for implementing this image modeling. In Sections 4, 
we give the syntax of an image query language based 
on SQL3, used in our system. Section 5 discusses our 
query processing techniques. In Section 6 we summa- 
rize related work in this area and provide comparison 
with SEMCOG. In Section 7, we give our conclusions. 

2 Hierarchical Image Modeling for 
Object-based Media Retrieval 

Most existing approaches treat an image as a whole 
entity for image matching. 

Our approach, on the other hand, is to model 
images using a hierarchical structure that supports 
queries at both image and object levels. Figure 1 
shows an image Boy.bike.gif, whose structure is viewed 
as a compound image with two image objects (i.e. 
boy and bicycle) based on color/shape region division 
and their spatial relationship. After image processing 
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Figure 1: Image Structure and Semantics 
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Image Modeling 

and/or user interaction, semantics for the objects are 
assigned. 

To represent the image structure, we model an  im- 
age as a compound object with (1) image property, (2) 
semantics property, and (3) spatial relationships (left- 
to-right and top-to-bottom) as shown on the top of 
Figure 2. Image objects also have both image proper- 
ties and semantics properties. Semantics of the image 
and objects are generated or specified after image pro- 
cessing and/or user interaction. 

In this paper, we introduce an image database SYS- 
tern, SEMCOG (SEMantics and COGnition-based im- 
age retrieval). SEMCOG aims a t  integrating seman- 
tics and cognition-based approaches and allows queries 
based on object-level information. For instance, a 
query of the form"retrieve all images in which there 
is a person who is to  the right of an object that  looks 
like image X" can be specified as shown on Figure 
3. In this query, three types of sub-queries are in- 
volved: semantics-baed, cogni t ion-bad ,  and sccne- 
b e d .  The usrr's query can be visualized as a graph 
a shown on the top left hand sidr of Figure 3. 

Figure 3 shows two candidate images. The arrows 
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Figure 3: Exaniplt, of Query Processing in SEhlCOG 

indicate how the, variables X,  l', and P a r e  bound with 
images and rompnnrnt objects. In this case. (S. Y )  
is bound based on spatial relationship comparisons. 
The candidatr iiringes are presented t,o users as a set 
of images rankrd by t,heir releuancy. The relevancy 
is calculated by matching both semantical and visual 
cliaractrristics of romponent. objects and their spatial 
rrlationships (l;tyoiit ] with user's query. In Section 5.2 
we describe how wr compute the relevancy values. 

Notr that, i n  tiir abovr example, the ISA prcdicatc, 
is relaxrd: the two randidate imagrs contain a man 
and a u m "  r?sprrtively, rather than "person". Our  
system features a t,rrminology databaw to store hirr- 
archical structurr of ronccpts, shown on the right of 
Figure 3. for qiirry relaxation. 

3 System Architecture 

Figurr 4 shows tht. operation and data flows in 
SEhlCOG. Threr layers of functions are provided. 
The clirnt functions are supported by IFQ yisoal 
query interface, including query specification, rrsult 
display, and query generating. Thr server furictions 
are supported hy five modules that augment thc UII- 

dcrlying databasr system by media manipulatior! and 
media search capabilities. SEMCOG also inaint.ains 
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Figure 4: System Architecture of SEMCOG 

database statistics for query optimization and query 
reformulation facilitation. The components of SEbl- 
COG and their functionalities are as follows: 

Image Data Query Processor is used to perform im- 
age matching task. COIR (Content-Oriented Image 
Retrieval)(G] is the image processing module employed 
in SEMCOG. It  performs image matching a t  the ob- 
ject level by identifying regions defined as homoge- 
neous (in terms of colors) and continuous segments 
identified in an image. The main task of COIR is to 
identify image regions. To identify objects within an 
image and their semantics, COIR needs to consult Im- 
age Component Catalog to match with existing image 
object samples to determine image semantics. 

When an image is registered a t  SEMCOG, some 
image descriptions, such as the image size, image for- 
mat, registration date, are automatically extracted; 
whereas some metadata, such as semantics of images, 
cannot he extracted automatically. Image Semantics 
Editor interacts with COIR to specify the semantics 
of an image. 

Note that SEMCOG stores both locations of oh- 

jects and their relative spatial relationships (horizontai 
and vertical) as described in 2-D strings[lO]. With 2 . ~  
strings, we convert relative-spatial-relationship-hased 
queries into text-based queries without computing o b  
jects' spatial relationship during the query processing. 

Terminology Manager maintains a terminology 
base that is used for query term relaxation. Consult- 
ing with Terminology Manager, SEMCOG can find 
synonyms for a given term and access I S 4  hierar- 
chies. For predicates, such as '?.a transportation", 
the Terminology Manager returns multiple resulting 
terms ranked according to  their relevancy values. We 
do not need to  build a terminology database. Many 
existing lexical reference systems, such as WordNetjB], 
can be used. 

Teztual Data Query Processor processes queries 
concerning image or object semantics, which are "non- 
image-matching operations". All query statements ex- 
cept those containing iilike (image like) and contains 
are semantics-based. The query processing performed 
a t  this module is the same as that in traditional rela- 
tional DBMSs, except the additional task associated 
with query relaxation predicates, such as ism. 

We design SEMCOG as a hybrid architecture so 
that many modules cam be plugged in as compc- 
nents to handle multiple media. Facilitator coordi- 
nates the interactions between components. It per- 
forms the following tasks: (1) Query relaxation: It re- 
formulates query statements containing is.a or s-like 
predicates by consulting the terminology manager; (2) 
Query forwarding: It forwards query statements con- 
taining i.like or contains (visually) predicates to the 
Image Data Query Processor to perform image match- 
ing while forwarding other non-image-matching opera- 
tion statements to Teztual Data Query Processor; and 
(3) Result integration: It merges results of image- 
matching query statements and non-image-matching 
operation statements. This task includes computing 
overall similarity values and eliminating images based 
on specified filtering constraints. Details on query pro- 
cessing technique in SEMCOG is given in Section 5 .  

In addition to these components, SEMCOG pro- 
vides a visual query interface, IFQ[7], for query speci- 
fication, query generation, result display, and feedback 
visualization. With IFQ, queries are posed by specify- 
ing image objects and their layouts using the interface 
using icons and menus in a drag-and-drop fashion, 

4 Query Language 

In this section, we introduce the syntax of CSQL 
(Cognition and Semantics-based Query Language). 
Traditionally SQL is used to mani72kte only textual 
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Figure 5 :  Classification of Entities and Eaainplcs 

data stored a.5 tables. SQL3 extends SQL to support 
user defined data  types and user defined functions to  
manipulate user defined data  types. We have imple- 
mented CSQL on SQL3. We start with giving defini- 
tions of terminology used in CSQL. 

4.1 Property Classification 

An image or an object can be interpreted based 
on its semantics and/or image properties. A seman- 
tic interpretation of an image is the image's red world 
meaning. A visual interpretation of an  image is how it 
looks like based on human perception or image match- 
ing engines. Ideally thr  semantic interpretation and 
visual interpretation of an image should he consistent. 
However they may be inconsistent because of the lim- 
itations of the image recognition techniqur used. 

4.2 Entity Classification 

There are three types of entities used in CSQL 
(each entity can br further classified into compound 
and atomic): 

Semantic entities: A semantic entity is an entity 
with only semantic property. Semantic descriptions 
of images/objects. or a semantic term are semantic 
entities. A compound semantics entity is dcfinrd as a 
semantics entity which contains more than one srman- 

tics ternis. An rxample compound semantics entity is 
a boy with a brrycle. 

Image entities: AII image entity is an entit,? with 
only image proprrty. An atomic image entity is an 
imagc. ent,ity wi th  only an  image object,, while a con-  
pound image rritity is as an imagr entit,? with roore 
than onr inlag', objects. Other than thr  semantic dr- 
scriptions. usrrs ran also providr images or sketches 
as exaniplrs t i 1  rrtrirvr visually similar images. Thesr 
input. imagrs and sketches are also image cntit.ies. 
\Vht,thrr or not thry arr treated as atomic or com- 
pound cntitiri ~ l q ~ e n d s  on thc prcdicat,c associat,cd 
with (i.r. bring i i s d  for wholr image matching or 
object kve1 iniagr matching) 

Dud entitirs: Dual entities are polymorphic enti- 
ties with hot11 iniagc property and semantics prop- 
erty. Dual rntitirs can hr  classified in two categories: 
atomic duoi entifirs and compound dual entities. Im- 
ages are storrd ai compound dual entities. 

Examples of tlirse entities are shown in Figiirf. 5 .  

4.3 Selection Criteria 

In this sect.ion. wr  introduce the additional predi- 
catcs ( i . r .  usrr ilrfinrd funct,ions) t,1) extend SQL for 
0bjrr.t-hasrd irnagr rrtrieval. We rategorim query SF- 

lcrtion critrria h a d  on the types of cntity arid oper- 
ators involved as follows: 



Predicate 1" ar. z " ~  ar. 
is s/d/i  s/d/i  
is-a s/d/i  s/d/i  
d i k e  s/d/i  s/d/i  
i.like d/i  d/ i  
contains I d 

1 

ment, which is an image entity. I 
The predicate usage is summarized in Table1 (s, d, i 

I and i stand for semantic entity, dual entity, and image 
entity respectively). 

5 Query Processing issues 
CSQL can be viewed as a logic-based language. An 

CSQL query is of the form 

Q(Yi , .  . . , Y,) t Pi A Pz A . .  . A Pp 

where Y I ,  . . . , Y. are variables and PI, .., Pp are the 
predicates defined in Table 1. For the query shown in 
Figure 6, there are five predicates: three image match- 
ing predicates and two spatial relationship predicates. 

In CSQL, the solution of a query Q is defined 
as an ordered set S of n-tuples of the form < 
X 1 , X * ,  . . . , X ,  >, where Xi corresponds to a vari- 
able, Y,, in Q, each Xi satisfies the type constraints of 
the predicates in Q ,  and when X.'s are simultaneously 
substituted t o  the places of Y,'s on the right hand side 
of the query rule, each and every predicate in Q are 
satisfied. The order of the set S denotes the relevance 
ranking of the solutions. Integration of semantics-, 
cognition-, and spatial relation-hased selection crite- 
ria introduce the following new challenges for query 
processing: 

Traditional query execution methods need to he 
adapted to handle similarity values generated 
from image matching and semantics-based com- 
parisons. The A operator in Q(Y1,. . . , Y,,) has 
different meaning when the values of Pi, .., P,, are 
not either true/false or probability. Instead they 
are similarity and relevance values. 
Need to rank the relevancy of candidate images to 
a query based on both object matching and image 
structure matching above in such a way that users 
are most satisfied. 

Need t o  support query relaxations for image 
matching, semantics comparisons, and spatial re- 
lationships. Because there may he many partial 
matches, methods to handle large intermediate 
results are required. 

5.1 Resolution Methods 
In standard logic a predicate is analogous to a 

propositional function. Since propositions are either 
true or false, predicates have one of the two values: 
true or false.  However, in CSQL, predicates corre- 
spond to similarity functions which return values be- 
tween 0.0 and 1.0. Such a deviation in the semantics of 

3'd ar. 
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Figure 6: Examples of Matched Images 

the predicate concept causes many challenges. When 
we substitute the values in an n-tuple t ,  of the form 

, X ,  > , into the corresponding variables 
in predicates PI, of Q, these predicates return 
similarity values , up where 0.0 5 uj 5 1.0. One 
question is how t forms a solution to Q .  We see two 
possible solutions as follows: 

The first solution is transforming similarity func- 
tions into propositional functions by choosing a cut,- 
off point, rtrue and by mapping all real numbers in 
[O.O,rtrue) to false and real numbers in [rtv,,,l.O] to 
true. Hence, thc output of similarity functions can 
be mapped into either true or tu f a l s e .  Such a cut- 
off point, will correspond to a similarity degrw which 
denotes dissimilarity. 

The second solution is leaving the final decision riot 
to the constit,ricnt predicates but to the n-tuple as a 
whole. We can view this strategy as relaxing conjunc- 
tion constraints during the resolution process. This 
approach requires a function, R Q  for evaluating over- 
all similarity of candidate images based on the values 
of PI, .., Pp.  A solution (image) is accepted if its value 
of RQ is is greater than a given threshold. 

The choice of the solution method is critical. In 
the first approach, predicates can refute solutions as 
soon as they are evaluated. If users only consider full 
matching, this method is preferred because it allows 
query optimization by rarly dimination of the search 
space. If, hosevcr. usrrs arc interestcd in both partial 
matches and full matches. the second mrthod is morr 
suitable. SEMCOG currently uses the second method 
since it support,s both complrt,r and partial matching 
by relaxing image matching. semantics comparisons, 
and spatial constraints. 

5.2 Image Relevance Ranking 

The order of the set S denotes the order of relrvance 
of the solutions in S based on their overall similarity. 
A relevance value of a solution to a user qucry niust 
be calculated bascd on both object matching and im- 
age structurr matching. Wr argue that thc approach 
of simply taking an average, uscd by most syst,ems, 
is not drsirahlr for rrlrvanrr valur calculations. One 
reason is that, similarity valurs art, rclative, not ab- 
Solute. Thr  similarity values from inragr matching. 
Semantics-bawd comparisons, and spatial relationship 

comparisons are on different scales. We have explored 
the following approaches: 

The first approach to relevance ranking is to allow 
users to specify how to combine these similarity val- 
ues - weight of each aspect comparison. SEMCOG 
allows users to specify ratio of color importance to 
shape importance and ratio of object-matching impor- 
tance to structure-matching importance. The rank- 
ing function for a result for query Q ,  R Q ( U I , ~ Z ) .  
can be specified as a]  x ObjectLMatchingRanking 
+ az x Structure.MatchingRanking, where 0 1  and 
az are between 0.0 and 1.0 and nl + n2 = 1.0. 

0bject.MatchingRanking is calculated based on 
object semantics matching, color matching, and shape 
matching. Structure-MatchingRanking is defined 
as the number of edge (representing spatial relation- 
ships) matchias hrtween query spccification and imagr 
layout 

Based on our initial study and experimeiits. the rel- 
evancefunctiim t,hat w c r ~ s e i s R ~ ( t , r , , , , . n , , a ~ . ; i ]  = 

L i ) ) ' / " - ; J  
(11 x m,',.,?.,. ", ~'~.NIb,,><7,7"f I-'< + L,?%". 1 

P 0 2  x 
whrrr p is thr number of prcdicates i n  Q. 0 1  and n? 
air between 0.0 and 1.0 such that n ,  + nz = 1 . 0 ,  4 is 
a valur greatc~r than 0 and less than rlrup, rlrUe is ttw 
similarity ciitikT point, and ul,j is t.he similarity valiir 
returned hy prrdicate P, for n-tuple 1.  

The first t,t'riri cnrrcsponds t o  tlic calculation of r e -  
evancy of objrct matching based on semantics and 
visual signaturcs while thc second term rorrrsponds 
to tlir rclrvanry of structural matching. Here, t.hr 
tCrln ( f l t , , , , ? r  ,.", " 1 , J )  ( n u , , , < , , , , .  D ) ) ' / p  returns a 
valur Betwrrii (1 and 1.0 whew 1.0 corrrsponds t,n 
thr highrst rrlrvancc and rlrue corresponds to thr 
minimum prrdirat,c rrlrvance. ,fl is a offsrt for prr- 
vcnting tlir final relevancr value t,o bt, 0 when uni' 
of thr prrtlicarvs has  a similarity value of 0. and thi, 
usr r r f  powcr nf l / p  is t,n prevent. tlir riiult.iplicatiw 
term t u  drrrc,;lic fast. The siibt,rartioii of n from cn,.,,, >F,?"< 7:( .,) x (nu,,, < r , T u ,  P ) ) l l ~  and ttir diri- 
sion of thr r t d t  by 1 - 0 is to normalizr thv I(>- 

sult back to hrtnren 0.0 and 1.0 from bctwcen 3 and 
1.0. Tlir s r c o n d  major component of the finictioii. i .c  (xv,,2?rc?"c l ) / p  rrturns the fraction of tlir prrdicatrs 
n l i i ch  arr matcliril. We use this term to rvaluatr r v  
sults of st,riirtnral matching. 

The  second approach is to design the system which 
is capable of Imrning users' preference and t , h m  adapt- 
ing thr valucs of nI and nz, the importanrr of ob- 
jrrt  mat,ching versus strurturr matching. Lrarnirig 
is prrforint!d tlirough int,eractions b?t,wrrii users aiirl l 
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SEMCOG. In Figure 6, we have three types of par- 
tial match. Images that match user query perfectly 
are categorized as “complete match”  When SEXI- 
COG could not find complete match images, SEW 
COG presents candidate images instead and it asks for 
user feedback. If the users tend to choose Figure 6(a) 
type of images, the system will give a heavier weight 
for object match similarity values. On the other hand, 
if users tend to choose Figure 6(b) type of images, the 
system will give a heavier weight for structure match 
similarity values. 

5.3 Performance Considerations 

The highlight of our architecture is its modularity 
by assigning media-based and semantics-based tasks 
to different modules, so that different types of tasks 
are executed by corresponding specialized modules. 

Media-based tasks, such as image matching, are 
usually more expensive and it is harder to estimate 
their processing costs. On the other hand, Semantics- 
based tasks require mainly traditional database query 
processing and many existing indexing and query op- 
timization techniques can be applied to gain better 
performance. We assign these two types of tasks to 
separate components, the Image Data Query Proces- 
sor and the Textual Data Query Processor respectively 
and employ a facilitator module to coordinate the in- 
teractions between modules. 

We assign the tasks of coordination, query reformu- 
lation, forwarding, and result integration to the Facili- 
tator, because it has a more complete knowledge of the 
query execution statistics compared to the other indi- 
vidual modules in the architecture, the facilitator can 
provide a better query execution plan. Another reason 
for our choice is that the Facilitator provides a uniform 
way of handling all different types of rewrites, such 
as term relaxations, adjective relaxations, and query 
rewritings (query execution sequence re-arrangement). 
As a result, the Facilitator can generate a more effi- 
cient execution plan. 

Like most query optimizers in traditional database 
systems, the Facilitator also periodically collect 
database statistics to improve query processing per- 
formance; especially using selectivity for query state- 
ment execution sequence arrangement. One additional 
unique function provided by the Facilitator is to rec- 
ommend users query reformulation alternatives and 
analyze possible outcomes so that users can visualize 
distributions of related images. This functionality is 
described in [7]. The query reformulation function- 
ality is also used for automated query relaxation as 
examples shown in Figure 6. 

6 Related Work 

Virage[2] is a system for image rctrieval based oll 
visual features (such as image primitives color, Shape, 
and texture) and other domain specific features. vi. 
rage’s has an SQL-like query language extended by 
user-defined data types and functions. Virage also 
provides users a form-based query interface called 
VIV. QBIC[3], developed a t  IBM, is another sys. 
tem that supports image retrieval using visual exam. 
ples. The image matching is based on image features, 
such as colors, textures, shapes, locations, and layout. 
Both Virage and QBIC support image matching and 
keyword-based retrieval functionality on the whole im. 
age level provide semantics-based access to objects in 
images. SEMCOG supports this functionality a t  the 
whole image level. Additionally, SEMCOG supports 
object-based image retrieval and allows users to spec. 
ify descriptions of objects in the images using seman- 
tical terms and/or visual examples. SEMCOG also 
allows users to specify more relaxed terms using the 
ISA predicate. 

SCORE[l, 111 is a similarity-based image retrieval 
system developed at  University of Illinois a t  Chicago. 
This work focuses on the use of a refined ER model to 
represent the contents of pictures and the calculation 
of similarity values based between E R  representations 
of images stored and query specifications. However, 
SCORE does not support image-matching. 

Visualseek (41 is a content-based image query sys- 
tem developed at  Columbia University. Visualseek 
uses color distributions to retrieve images. Although 
Visualseek is not object-based, it provides region- 
based image retrieval: users can specify how color re- 
gions shall be placed with respect top each other. Vi- 
sualSeek also provide image comparisons and sketches 
for image retrieval. However, Visualseek is designed 
for image matching, it does not support retrieval based 
on semantics a t  either the image level or the object 
level. 

Chabot project[9] at UC Berkeley is initiated to 
study storage and retrieval of a vast collection of digi- 
tized images from the State of California Department 
of Water Resources. Chabot provides a form based 
browser where users can either provide metadata, key- 
words, concepts, or color-distributions to retrieve im- 
ages. Chabot allows users t o  define a range of a color 
spectrum using predefined keywords, such as Rose 
Red. SEMCOG also supports this functionality as de- 
scribed in [7]. 

MQL[5] is a multimedia query language. The syn- 
tax of the MQL is select < A >< V > f r a  < R > 
where < C > in which < A > is a list of attributes 
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to be retrieved, < V > is the result of version, < R > 
is the domain class, and < C > is a condition. [5] 
claims MQL can support complex object queries, ver- 
sion queries, and nested queries (e.g. IN). MQL also 
supports a Contain predicate through pattern match- 
ing on images, voice, or text. MQL is very similar to 
our query language in modeling and query language 
design. CSQL provides additional predicates, such 
as ISA and S-LIKE, to allow users t o  control the re- 
laxation of query processing. Compared with MQL, 
SEMCOG is a prototype system rather than a t h e e  
retical contribution. SEMCOG also provides a visual 
query interface and query generator to assist users in 
posing such complicated queries. 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper, we introduce an image model in 

which images are viewed as hierarchical structured 
complex objects with both semantics and visual prop- 
erties. Based on this model, we present a novel ap- 
proach to image retrieval which supports queries, both 
at  image and object levels, using combinations of se- 
mantics, visual, and spatial conditions. The contribu- 
tions of our work include (1) hierarchical structure for 
image modeling based on both semantics and visual 
property and the object level spatial relationships; (2) 
system architecture and implementation for the pro- 
posed image modeling; and (3) formal definition and 
implementation of a multimedia language for the im- 
age modeling. 
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